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Characterization of aluminum, aluminum oxide and
titanium dioxide nanomaterials using
a combination of methods for particle surface and
size analysis†
B. Krause, *a T. Meyer,b H. Sieg,c C. Kästner, d P. Reichardt,a J. Tentschert,a
H. Jungnickel,a I. Estrela-Lopis,b A. Burel,e S. Chevance, f F. Gauﬀre, f P. Jalili,g
J. Meijer,h L. Böhmert,c A. Braeuning,c A. F. Thünemann, d F. Emmerling, i
V. Fessard,g P. Laux, a A. Lampenc and A. Luch a
The application of appropriate analytical techniques is essential for nanomaterial (NM) characterization. In
this study, we compared diﬀerent analytical techniques for NM analysis. Regarding possible adverse health
eﬀects, ionic and particulate NM eﬀects have to be taken into account. As NMs behave quite diﬀerently in
physiological media, special attention was paid to techniques which are able to determine the biosolubility
and complexation behavior of NMs. Representative NMs of similar size were selected: aluminum (Al0) and
aluminum oxide (Al2O3), to compare the behavior of metal and metal oxides. In addition, titanium dioxide
(TiO2) was investigated. Characterization techniques such as dynamic light scattering (DLS) and
nanoparticle tracking analysis (NTA) were evaluated with respect to their suitability for fast
characterization of nanoparticle dispersions regarding a particle's hydrodynamic diameter and size
distribution. By application of inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry in the single particle mode
(SP-ICP-MS), individual nanoparticles were quantiﬁed and characterized regarding their size. SP-ICP-MS
measurements were correlated with the information gained using other characterization techniques, i.e.
transmission electron microscopy (TEM) and small angle X-ray scattering (SAXS). The particle surface as
an important descriptor of NMs was analyzed by X-ray diﬀraction (XRD). NM impurities and their co-
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localization with biomolecules were determined by ion beam microscopy (IBM) and confocal Raman
microscopy (CRM). We conclude advantages and disadvantages of the diﬀerent techniques applied and
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suggest options for their complementation. Thus, this paper may serve as a practical guide to particle
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characterization techniques.

Introduction
The specic properties of NMs depend on their physicochemical
characteristics. Optical properties build upon the size, the shape
and the surface structure,1,2 while higher reactivity, for example,

may result from a high surface area,3,4 specic surface coatings5
or a surface charge.6–8 An important factor for increasing their
activity is the self-assembly of NMs. Here, NMs associate via noncovalent interactions resulting in organized structures of higherorder. Diﬀerent applications based on advanced functions were
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reported, for example formation of mesoporous TiO2 mediated
by ionic liquids for solar cell conversion, catalysis or electronic
devices.9–11 Another application is the self-assembly of biomolecules, like lipids and proteins, mediating inner-particle mesoporosity in a macroporous TiO2 structure.12
TiO2 NMs are classied as granular biodurable particles
(GBPs) of low toxicity.13 They occur in the form of anatase or
rutile as well as in mixtures thereof. While signicant accumulation was shown in the liver of rats in the case of orally
administered TiO2 NMs,14 this was diﬀerent in studies with Al0
NMs in mice, in which predominant accumulation in the brain,
thymus and lung was revealed.15 Characterization is important
for both in vitro and in vivo studies. Currently, the human health
risk assessment of NMs is mainly based on in vivo experiments
in rodents.16,17 However, due to the high number of new NMs,18
it is not ethical or feasible to conduct such studies for each
individual NM. On the other hand, in vitro systems proved
useful, e.g. to generate high throughput data.19 Extrapolation to
the in vivo situation remains limited, in particular due to the
insuﬃcient comparability of applied dose and particle
biotransformation.20,21 An accurate characterization of NMs in
in vitro systems by the application of up-to-date analytical
methods may therefore help to establish reliable methods for
determination of nanomaterial uptake and translocation as key
parameters that aﬀect NM-related toxicity. Such an approach
would therefore help to reduce the number of materials that
need to be subjected to animal testing. We investigated rather
soluble Al0 and rather insoluble Al2O3 and TiO2 NMs (Fig. 1).
This classication is important for NMs because even the
same chemical composition can exhibit diﬀerences in physicochemical properties. Compared to bulk material, variations
are much higher for NMs.22,23
For the characterization of test materials, we applied
a combination of techniques based on diﬀerent measuring
principles. With DLS as intensity-weighted method, we assessed
the hydrodynamic diameter and the polydispersity of the
materials in aqueous suspensions and cell culture media
(CCM). To validate the results, the more reliable, number-based
approach of NTA was applied. The two methods, DLS and NTA,
were performed in two diﬀerent laboratories, allowing for
a direct comparison of the results achieved. For particle surface
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investigation, XRD was used to test whether the aluminum was
already oxidized. The core diameter of Al0, Al2O3 and both TiO2
NMs was measured by SP-ICP-MS. These results were compared
to TEM measurements. As a further technique for estimation of
the core diameter, SAXS was applied. Additionally, IBM and
CRM were performed to analyze the interaction of NMs with
biomolecules as well as to quantify impurities in the NM
composition. ToF-SIMS is capable of visualizing the formation
of complexes out of Al0 and Al2O3 NMs with components of the
environmental media. This allows investigation of the behavior
of NMs within physiological uids such as CCM.
With respect to uptake, the dissolution of NMs in diﬀerent
media is of high importance. For example, during an articial
digestion procedure, diﬀerent pH values, as well as proteins,
enzymes and other compounds, mimic the oral uptake route for
NMs. For Al0 and Al2O3 NMs, an increased dissolution within
the gastric environment was noticed.24 However, to properly
interpret and compare the results, precise knowledge of the
properties of the starting materials and of their state in CCM is
required. Although there are a lot of studies dealing with silver
and copper-containing NMs and their dissolution behavior in
biological media,25–27 to our knowledge, no study accounts for
Al0 NMs. Furthermore, the dissolution behavior of aluminumcontaining nanomaterials may be very diﬀerent since
aluminum ions already have a diﬀerent complexation behavior
compared to silver or copper ions. By means of the methods
described earlier (Fig. 2), we were able to obtain valuable
information to hypothesize the behavior of NMs in biological
media and to extrapolate to the in vivo situation. With these
assumptions, it is much easier to understand and explain future
data resulting from more complex scenarios.

Experimental
Materials and methods
Al0 NMs (mean diameter 18 nm (TEM), 99.9%) and Al2O3 NMs
(mean diameter 20 nm (TEM), 99+%) were purchased from
IoLiTec Ionic Liquids Technologies GmbH, Heilbronn, Germany. TiO2 NMs (NM103 and NM104, mean diameter 25 nm
(TEM)) were purchased from JRC Joint Research Centre, Ispra,
Italy. Bovine serum albumin (BSA) was bought from Sigma
Aldrich. CCM (DMEM, high glucose (4.5 g l1), with sodium
pyruvate; with L-glutamine; with 1% penicillin/streptomycin (P/
S)) and fetal bovine serum were purchased from PAA Laboratories GmbH, Paching, Austria. All other chemicals used in this
study were reagent grade.
Sample preparation

Fig. 1 Hypothesis of diﬀerent behavior of soluble and insoluble NMs
after uptake.
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NM dispersions were prepared following the NanoGenoTOX
dispersion protocol “Final protocol for producing suitable
manufactured NMs exposure media” (October 2011).28
For cell culture experiments, stock dispersions of NMs were
diluted in DMEM with 10% fetal calf serum (FCS) to either 10 or
100 mg ml1.
For ion release testing, stock dispersions were diluted in
0.05% BSA to 100 and 10 mg ml1 to reect a high and a low

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2018
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concentration used in cell culture experiments. 1 ml was taken
and centrifuged at 16000  g for 1 h (Hettich Zentrifuge Mikro
220R). 500 ml of the supernatant were taken, 750 ml of HNO3
(69%) were added and Millipore water was used to ll up to
15 ml.
For IBM and CRM, NMs were centrifuged at 8000  g for
10 min, supernatant was taken away, mpH2O was added and the
sample was vortexed. The procedure was repeated 3 times.
Finally, a small drop of the sample was given on polypropylene
foil for IBM and on quartz glass for CRM. The dry samples were
measured.

RSC Advances

USA). A stock dispersion (2.56 mg ml1 in 0.05% BSA) was
diluted to the concentration of 100 mg ml1. The NM dispersions in 0.05% BSA as well as in DMEM were analyzed 5–10 min
aer preparation. Thermal equilibration time was set to 60 s at
25  C. Each intensity-weighted size distribution represents the
average of six individual DLS analyses, three replicates and at
least three independent experiments using automatic optimization of analytical conditions and data treatment by general
purpose size analysis.

Nanoparticle tracking analysis measurements
Dynamic light scattering measurements
The distributions of the hydrodynamic diameters of the NMs
were determined using a Malvern Nano ZS (Malvern Inc., UK) or
a Brookhaven ZetaPALS (Brookhaven Instruments Corporation,

NTA measurements were performed with a NanoSight LM20
and LM10 (NanoSight, Amesbury, UK), equipped with a 632 nm
laser or 532 nm laser. The samples were injected into the
sample chamber with sterile syringes. All measurements were
performed at room temperature. The samples were diluted to
a nal concentration of approx. 108 particles per ml with
mpH2O, depending on the NMs and media. The soware used
for recording and analyzing the data was NTA 2.3 and NTA 3.0.
All samples were measured for 60 s at ve positions. All
measurements were performed with at least three independent
experiments.

X-ray diﬀraction measurements
The XRD measurements were achieved on powder samples
using a D5000 diﬀractometer (Siemens AG, Munich, Germany)
in Bragg Brentano geometry. A linear detector, a curved Ge(111)
monochromator and Cu Ka radiation (l ¼ 0.1542 nm) were
used. The analysis was performed over the 2q range of 10 to 90
and at a step size of 0.02 and scanning speed of 2 per step. The
experiments were carried out independently three times.

Single particle ICP-MS measurements

Fig. 2 Overview of key NM characteristics (colored rhombi) and
methods (colored circles) used in this study for characterization.
Arrows in bold imply the main method for the linked characteristic.
Abbreviations: DLS – dynamic light scattering; NTA – nanoparticle
tracking analysis; TEM – transmission electron microscopy; EDX –
energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy; SP-ICP-MS – single particle
inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry; SAXS – small angle Xray scattering; XRD – X-ray diﬀraction; CRM – confocal Raman
microscopy; ICP-MS – inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry; IBM – ion beam microscopy; ToF-SIMS – time of ﬂight mass
spectrometry.

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2018

For single particle analysis of the NM solutions, a quadrupole
ICP-MS (Thermo Scientic XSERIES II, Thermo Fisher Scientic, Waltham, MA, USA) with a PFA ST Nebulizer, a quartz
cyclonic spray chamber and a 2.5 mm quartz O-ring-free
injector (all from ESI Elemental Service & Instruments GmbH,
Mainz, Germany) were used. Using the time-resolved analysis
(TRA) mode for data acquisition, intensities as a function of
time (counts per dwell-time interval) were collected. The
acquisition time for each run was set to 60 s with a dwell time
(or data acquisition rate) of 3 ms. The gas ow for the plasma,
the nebulizer and the auxiliary (all Ar) was set to 13 l min1, 0.89
l min1 and 0.7 l min1 respectively. The ow rate of the sample
was 0.34 ml min1. Data were exported to a spreadsheet for
further processing. For data processing, an established procedure according to Pace et al.29 was followed. Determination of
nebulizer eﬃciency was performed using a described method
with reference nanoparticles of known particle size.29 60 nm
gold reference nanoparticles from the U.S. National Institute of
Standards and Technology (NIST, RM 8013) were used as
reference nanoparticles.
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Small angle X-ray scattering measurements
The measurements were conducted in a ow-through capillary
with a Kratky-type instrument (SAXSess, Anton Paar, Austria) at
21  1  C. The SAXSess has a low sample-detector distance of
0.309 m. Deconvolution of the SAXS curves was carried out with
the SAXS-Quant soware. Curve tting was performed with the
McSAS soware (Monte Carlo method, version 1.0.1). The
experiments were performed with 120 measurement cycles
(each averaged over 10 s). NMs and controls were dispersed
according to NanoGenoTOX protocol and diluted into DMEM in
a sample concentration of 100 mg ml1. Samples were incubated
for a time of 24 and 48 h at 37  C and 5% CO2 in a cell incubator
until sample injection. Stock dispersions were injected directly
aer ultrasonication.

Paper

system resulted in a mass resolution that usually exceeded 6000
(full width at half-maximum) at m/z < 500 in positive ion mode.
The primary ion dose was controlled below 1012 ions cm2 to
ensure static SIMS conditions. Charge compensation on the
sample was obtained by a pulsed electron ood gun with 20 eV
electrons.
The primary ion gun scanned a eld of view of 500 mm  500
mm applying a 512  512 pixel measurement raster. Once the
primary ion gun was aligned, a ToF-SIMS mass spectrum was
generated by summing the detected secondary ion intensities
and plotting them against the mass channels. The data were
evaluated using the Surface Lab soware (ION-TOF GmbH,
Münster, Germany).

Results and discussion
Ion beam microscopy
Label-free IBM measurements were performed with the LIPSION Nanoprobe. A 2.25 MeV proton beam was applied by
a Singletron™ particle accelerator. A vacuum with a pressure of
5  105 to 107 torr was applied and the beam was focused to
a spot size of around 1 mm. For spatial resolved element analysis, micro proton induced X-ray emission (mPIXE) and micro
Rutherford backscattering spectroscopy (mRBS) were recorded
simultaneously. The mPIXE detector (Canberra, Meriden, CT,
USA) consists of a high-purity Ge crystal covered with a 60 mm
polyethylene layer, which covers the detector for backscattered
protons. mRBS spectra were detected by a Canberra PIPS
detector.
Confocal Raman microscopy
Spectroscopic analysis of NMs was performed by CRM. A Witec
alpha300 confocal Raman spectrometer (Witec GmbH, Germany) with a 532 nm laser with 30 mW power was used.
Control4.1 (Witec GmbH, Germany) soware was used to record
and analyze the spectra. The spectra were recorded at an integration time of 0.15 s per point and with a step size of 250 nm.

We point to the advantages and disadvantages of the methods
used and explain whether or not methods can provide
complementary results to other techniques. We also analyzed
possible dissolution characteristics of diﬀerent matrix media
(BSA and DMEM) for pristine Al0 and oxide (Al2O3 and TiO2)
NMs. Characterization data already published on TiO2 were
retrieved according to JRC report.30 In conclusion, we will
present data where the dissolution of NMs in complex media
has an impact on particle media interactions. These results
were obtained by ToF-SIMS and show the eﬃciency of that
method for obtaining insights into elemental compositions
with TEM, IBM, CRM and ToF-SIMS. An overview about the
main characterization techniques and their limits is given in
Table 3.
A very common and frequently used method for determining
the size distribution and polydispersity of NMs in solution is
DLS. Fast and easy sample preparation as well as quick
measurement give rapid initial indications of the sample. NTA
is more appropriate for evaluating polydisperse samples with

Z-averages with standard deviation (SD) and polydispersity
index (PDI) of Al0, Al2O3, NM103 and NM104 NMs in diﬀerent media
determined by dynamic light scattering (DLS). All results represent the
average of six repeats. BSA: bovine serum albumin; DMEM: Dulbecco's
modiﬁed eagle medium; FCS: fetal calf serum

Table 1

Transmission electron microscopy
The samples were deposited on a 400-mesh copper grid. The
grids were prepared by sample adsorption and le free-standing
on top of a 0.8 mg ml1 solution of NMs for 20 s. Excess solution
was removed by placing the grid on a lter paper and the
sample was dried for 24 h. For samples in DMEM, the grid was
washed by dipping the grid in a droplet of water before.
Examination was performed with a JEOL 1400 transmission
electron microscope, equipped with a tungsten lament and
supplied with GATAN Orius 1000 camera. TEM operated at 80
kV (DMEM) or at 120 kV with magnication of 200 000.
Time-of-ight mass spectrometry
Ion images and spectra were acquired using a ToF-SIMS V
instrument (ION-TOF GmbH, Münster, Germany) with a 30 keV
nano-bismuth primary ion beam source ([Bi]x(y+)-cluster ion
source with a BiMn emitter). The ion currents were 0.5 pA at 5
kHz using a Faraday cup. A pulse of 0.7 ns from the bunching

14380 | RSC Adv., 2018, 8, 14377–14388

DLS measurements and comparison
Lab 1 (Malvern)

Lab 2 (Brookhaven)

Z-average [nm] PDI

Z-average [nm] PDI

Stock solution (0.05% BSA in H2O)
Al0 NM
250  10
0.17 
Al2O3 NM 170  10
0.24 
NM103
270  10
0.28 
NM104
220  10
0.26 

0.01
0.02
0.05
0.03

270  40
210  40
610  190
370  90

0.18  0.02
0.21  0.06
0.21  0.30
0.15  0.03

DMEM (with 10% FCS)
Al0 NM
200  10
Al2O3 NM 70  10
NM103
240  20
NM104
190  10

0.01
0.03
0.01
0.02

220  10
230  60
270  10
230  10

0.21  0.02
0.18  0.07
0.25  0.01
0.18  0.02

0.18 
0.52 
0.24 
0.28 

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2018
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various aggregate populations, since it is based on single
particle tracking as both techniques determine the hydrodynamic diameter. Due to the xed working ranges of DLS and
NTA, the used concentration of media various. Since NTA is
a counting method, also proteins would be counted and would
signicantly lower the hydrodynamic diameter of the NM
dispersion. Therefore, the particles, as well as the medium were
diluted directly before measurement with mpH2O to avoid
agglomeration eﬀects.
For all particles with a primary size of approximately 20 nm,
a hydrodynamic diameter between 200 and 270 nm was
measured by DLS in DMEM (Table 1). In contrast, diﬀerent
aggregate fractions of NMs in DMEM with a mean value of
about 150 nm were found by means of NTA (Fig. S1†). This
diﬀerence can be explained by the fact that NTA is a particle
counting system, sensitive to large as well as small fractions in
the sample, and DLS is an intensity-weighted system, highly
responsive to the large fractions. In all cases, the NTA size
distribution is asymmetrical with a steep slope on the le side
(small particles) and a gentle slope on the right side, representing the fraction of agglomerates. Additionally, a calculation
of number-based size distribution out of intensity-weighted
DLS data was done (Table S1†).
In the case of NM103 and NM104 dispersed in 0.05% BSA
water solution, a very high mean value and a large error was
measured by the Brookhaven device, while NTA exhibits broad
distributions with some fractions and a mean value of around
180 nm. This can be explained by unstable particle agglomerates, which are observed by the DLS.
Comparing the two DLS devices, one can observe that the
Malvern DLS detects 15% smaller particles than the Brookhaven
machine in 0.05% BSA water solution as well as in DMEM. This
systematic deviation could be related to diﬀerent detection
angles of scattered intensity, 90 for Brookhaven and 173 for
Malvern, since larger particles mostly scatter light at forward
angles. Backscattering at 173 will not overestimate larger
particles as much as measurements at 90 .
In the case of NM103 and 104 in BSA and Al2O3 in DMEM,
the results were not consistent for the two devices. Z-averaged
diﬀusion coeﬃcients were calculated by applying the cumulant
method, which is applicable to polydisperse and nonmultimodal systems. In contrast, NTA results show the presence of diﬀerent particle populations. The applied cumulant
algorithms are not suitable in certain cases for getting reliable
DLS results. Furthermore, it should be kept in mind that the
inversion of the DLS autocorrelation function is part of a poorly
formulated mathematical problem. It works quite well in the
case of monodisperse or low polydisperse particles. Applications of multiangle DLS and sophisticated algorithms are thus
necessary to obtain trustworthy results of NM size distributions
by means of DLS.31,32
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between 1–100 nm, it is obviously necessary to obtain information about the primary particle size of the investigated
particles. TEM as well as SAXS can be used to solve this
problem.
Looking at advantages and disadvantages of TEM, the
following issues should be considered. Since TEM measurements are performed under high vacuum, only dried samples
are observed. For this reason, TEM is not representative of the
sample in its solution state. In particular, agglomeration and
coﬀee stain eﬀect33 may occur during the drying process,
resulting in a non-homogenously covered surface. Size distributions can be determined from TEM pictures by measuring
the size of each particle using image analysis soware.34 The
size of individual nanoparticles may be diﬃcult to extract from
agglomerated samples but, recently, some implementations
have been proposed.35 In addition, for irregular particles with
ill-dened shapes, which dimension should be taken? In practice, size analysis can be time-consuming and TEM generally
yields a poor statistical representation of the sample.34 Electron
microscopy also enables chemical and crystallographic analysis
of the particles. The contrast in TEM is directly linked to the
atomic number of electrons, heavier atoms giving higher
contrast. This is an advantage when observing metal nanoparticles in a biological environment. However, care should be
taken for mineral salts from buﬀers that may precipitate on the
grid when drying. Aqueous washing of the grid aer sample
deposition might be appropriate in this case.
Fig. 3 shows the dispersion in water with 10% BSA. The
shape of Al0 NMs is globally spherical with rod-like excrescences
and the primary particle size varies between 2–50 nm, which
matches the manufacturer specication. The Al2O3 NMs are not
spherical but have rather a needle-like shape. The width is
about 10 nm, while the longest dimension varies a bit more
between 20–50 nm. The shape of TiO2 NM104 is rod-like, with
a width of approx. 10 nm and length of 20–50 nm (Fig. S2†).
Working with a more complex medium, such as CCM, was
challenging for TEM analysis. However, we were able to image
the particle in DMEM, with very little diﬀerences compared to
BSA dispersion. Using relatively low voltage, the protein coating
can be observed (see Fig. S2†).
SAXS was used for characterization of the primary particle
size of NMs. SAXS allows to analyze a broader variety of diﬀerent
sample types than most other techniques. Compared to TEM,
the samples can easily be investigated in situ. Additionally, SAXS
provides statistically more reliable data for particle size distribution quantication since more than 106 particles are typically
measured, in contrast to TEM, where rarely more than a few

Investigations on primary particle size
With the European commission's denition of a nanomaterial,
that is, a nanomaterial should contain 50% or more particles in
number size distribution with one or more size dimensions

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2018

Fig. 3 Comparison of TEM pictures of Al0 and Al2O3 NMs in BSA
solution after applying the dispersion protocol.
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hundred particles are counted. Size distribution of NMs can be
quantied in the range of 1 to 100 nm if the shape is known
from a complementary technique like TEM. The classical radius
of gyration (Guinier radius) is accessible in any case.
In this study, we observed the size parameters of the particles
in BSA as a stock solution and aer addition in DMEM at
diﬀerent times of t ¼ 0 h, 24 h and 48 h (Fig. 4). Since the
particle cores scatter much stronger than the surrounding
particle shell, the shell becomes practically invisible. Therefore,
SAXS determines the size distribution of the core radii. The
resulting distributions of the particles' stock solutions are
shown in Fig. 4. Their corresponding SAXS curves are displayed
in the ESI (Fig. S3–S5†). The accessible size range of the radii is
given by the range of the scattering vector q: Rmin ¼ p/qmax and
Rmax ¼ p/qmin. In the present case of the q-range of 0.1 nm1 < q
< 6 nm1 corresponds to radii of 30 nm > R > 0.5 nm.
The Al0 NMs showed a broad size distribution including
primary particles with radii > 10 nm. Since the detection limit is
30 nm (radius) in this case, bigger aggregates cannot be detected directly. However, from the steep slope of the SAXS curve
(Fig. S3†) at low q values, it can be assumed that bigger aggregates are present. The dened characterization of these particle
aggregates has to be performed using a complementary method
like TEM. The inset in Fig. 4a shows that the radii distribution
of the Al0 NMs did not change signicantly either aer addition
in DMEM or 24 h and 48 h thereaer. In contrast to the Al0 NMs,
the Al2O3 NM in BSA displays a distribution which consists of
small primary particles and aggregates. The sample shows an
amount of 75% primary particles with a mean radius of 7.1 
0.5 nm. The detected aggregates display radii of > 10 nm. Upon
the addition in DMEM, the radii distribution shis slightly to
higher radii of 8.4  0.2 nm. These characteristics did not
change signicantly over the time of 48 h in DMEM.
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No particles were detected in the ionic control substance
AlCl3. In contrast, immediately aer addition in DMEM, nanoscaled particles with sizes of 1–30 nm were observed. Since all
curves are background-corrected with the respective solvent
control, solvent eﬀects can be excluded and the particles derive
directly from the aluminum species. In conclusion, SAXS yields
the size distribution of nanoparticles and its changes in DMEM.
SP-ICP-MS is another technique to determine primary
particle sizes. The fundamental assumption behind this technique is that, at a suﬃciently short dwell time and low particle
number concentration, a pulse will represent a single particle
event.
There is a direct correlation between the number of pulses
and the number concentration of particles (particle number per
volume). With the intensity of the pulse (i.e. height) and
assumptions about the particle geometry, the particle size
through particle mass can be determined.
Aside from single pulses, there is always a background,
which originates from the ionic part of the analyzed sample. In
addition to primary particle size, information about the dissolution rate of a NM sample can be achieved. While quantication is more diﬃcult, a qualitative assessment of ions released
can be inferred. For Al0, a broad distribution (Fig. 5, le) up to
200 nm is observed compared to Al2O3 (Fig. 5, right). This ts
very well with the data obtained from TEM analysis. Compared
to the Au NIST reference material, which shows almost no
dissolution, a higher background for Al0 NMs was detected,
indicating potential ion release.
Particle surface – impact on dissolution in complex media
Al0 NMs usually become quickly passivated at the surface by the
formation of an oxide layer. This event is likely to change the
dissolution behavior and the overall physicochemical

Fig. 4 Volume-weighted radii distributions of Al0 NMs (a) and Al2O3

NMs (b) derived from SAXS measurements. The displayed radii distribution (right panel, black bars) and cumulative fraction presentation
(blue line) correspond to the NMs in stock solution (BSA). Left panel
shows particle distribution in cumulative fraction presentation at
diﬀerent stages: in stock solution (blue line) and in DMEM after 0 h (red
line), 24 h (green line) and 48 h (orange line).

14382 | RSC Adv., 2018, 8, 14377–14388

Fig. 5 Top: primary particle size distribution of Al0 in 0.05% BSA
determined by SP-ICP-MS; bottom: Primary particle size distribution
of Al2O3 in 0.05% BSA determined by SP-ICP-MS.
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characteristics of Al0 NMs. For comparison, we also investigated
Al2O3 particles of similar size. To prevent the surface oxidation
of Al0 NMs, its processing and handling in an inert gas atmosphere was evaluated.
Investigation by XRD revealed a thin aluminum oxide layer at
the surface of the Al0 NMs (Fig. 6, le). This was conrmed by
TEM measurements and has also already been shown in the
literature for another Al0 NM by TEM measurements (2.5 nm
oxide layer).36 The occurrence of an oxide layer can be explained
by partial passivation of the material due to manufacturer's
processing.
In comparison with Al0 NMs, the diﬀractogram of Al2O3
particles showed clear diﬀerences (Fig. 6, right). The diﬀractogram of Al0 NMs showed a higher intensity for the aluminum
peaks, e.g. at 38 , 45 , 66 and 78 (Fig. 6, le) as compared to
Al2O3 peaks, e.g. at 37 , 46 and 67 (Fig. 6, right). This
demonstrates that even though there is an Al oxide layer at the
surface of the Al NMs they are not completely oxidized.
To conrm these results, we used electron energy loss
spectroscopy (EELS). Here the sample becomes exposed to an
electron beam with dened kinetic energy. Some electrons
undergoing inelastic scattering are collected in a detector. The
loss of energy reects the chemical composition of the sample.

Fig. 7 (a): TEM picture of Al0 NMs, 200 k magniﬁcation; (b) oxygen
mapping of left TEM picture; (c) Aluminum mapping of left TEM
picture. (d) TEM picture of Al2O3 NMs, 200 k magniﬁcation; (e)
aluminum mapping of left TEM picture; (f) oxygen mapping of left TEM
picture.

Analysis of Al0 NMs in 0.05% BSA (Fig. 7a) revealed a core–
shell structure. By means of EELS, it was proven that the shell is
rich in oxygen (Fig. 7b), while the core consists of elemental
aluminum (Fig. 7c). The TEM results indicate an oxide layer of
about 2 to 5 nm.
Elemental mapping of Al2O3 NMs showed a quite diﬀerent
picture compared to pure Al0 NMs (Fig. 7d). The distribution of
aluminum and oxygen was homogenous over all NMs (Fig. 7e
and f). These results show that Al2O3 NMs are fully oxidized
while elemental Al0 NMs were passivated by an oxide layer. It is

Ion release of Al0 and Al2O3 NMs compared to recovery of
AlCl3 in 0.05% BSA and DMEM
Table 2

Al0 NMs
Fig. 6 Top: XR-diﬀractogram of Al0 NMs red: database entry for Al;
blue; (green: database entry for Al2O3), space group: Fm3m, lattice
constants: a ¼ 4.0494 Å; bottom: diﬀractogram of Al2O3 NMs (red:
database entry for Al2O3), space group: Fd3m, lattice constants: a ¼
7.906 Å.

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2018

Al2O3 NMs
AlCl3

10 mg ml1
100 mg ml1
10 mg ml1
100 mg ml1
10 mg ml1
100 mg ml1

Ion release
in BSA [%]

Ion release in
DMEM [%]

0.4  0.1
0.3  0.1
0.4  0.1
0.2  0.1
140  9
94  4

0.5  0.1
0.4  0.1
1.4  0.1
0.4  0.1
112  4
66  3
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dispersions and DMEM. Adjusting the pH value was not
necessary due to almost neutral pH values of 7.3 in stock
dispersion compared to 7.2 in DMEM. Keeping in mind that
aluminum is an amphoteric material due to the aluminum aqua
complexes, one can assume that dissolution of Al0 NMs in
complex media is highly pH-dependent. Compared to an acid,
the aluminum aqua complex reacts as a base and vice versa. At
a neutral pH value, reactivity is very low, thus only low ion
release should occur. The possible aluminum aqua complexes
at the diﬀerent pH values are shown in Fig. S7.†
The ion release for both Al0 and Al2O3 NMs aer one hour
was very low, about 0.2–0.4% in BSA and 0.3–0.5% in DMEM
(with 10% FCS) (Table 2). As already described above, this was
expected at a neutral pH value. For in vitro experiments, this will

Fig. 8 IBM element analysis of NM103, NM104, Al and Al2O3 NMs. NMs
as purchased and diluted in water (pure), NMs with albumin corona in
H2O (BSA) and NMs under cell exposure conditions (DMEM). The graph
demonstrates the ratio of atoms of several elements compared to 100
atoms of titanium or aluminum.

also visible because Al0 NMs are dark grey to black, while Al2O3
NMs are white.
The results from surface investigations via XRD and EELS
suggest a diﬀerent solubility of Al0 compared to Al2O3. Indeed,
the thin oxide layer on Al0 allows the release of ions while the
fully oxidized Al2O3 particle should be much more inert.
Nevertheless, due to the highly specic surface, a higher solubility compared to Al2O3 bulk material could be expected as
more potentially ion releasing Al atoms are present on the
surface.
Inuence of particle composition and impurity patterns
Compared to particle size and surface, the particle composition
has a much higher impact on the solubility and dissolution
behavior of NMs. One of the most widely used methods due to
its high sensitivity, broad range for nearly all elements and
detection limits down to the sub-ppb level is the ICP-MS.
Unknown samples can be not only detected but also quantied. For more complex samples, microwave-assisted digestion
prior to ICP-MS analysis could be performed. In this study, we
conrmed the already known composition of the NMs by XRD
and EELS measurements as well as ICP-MS analysis. For the
assessment of particle toxicity, it is also important to take
impurities into account which might alter ion release behavior.
Due to element-specic mRBS and mPIXE, IBM became the
method of choice for these investigations. The main impurities
of aluminum-containing NMs were phosphorus, sulfur and
chlorine, which could lead to a diﬀerent ion release compared
to pure materials (see Fig. S6†).
Solubility investigations on Al0 and Al2O3 NMs
To verify our hypothesis that Al0 NMs are more soluble than
Al2O3, we performed ion release experiments in stock

14384 | RSC Adv., 2018, 8, 14377–14388

Fig. 9 ToF-SIMS reconstructed ion overlay image (500 mm  500 mm)
of Al NM (top) and Al2O3 (bottom) agglomerates of diﬀerent chemical
entities from a DMEM solution; yellow: Al NM, purple: Al2O3 NM,
green: aluminum(III)–serine; orange: phenylalanine aluminate; red:
leucine aluminate; blue: polyoxo-aluminum complex.
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TiO2 NM104 Results

Limits

Primary particle
size and
shape: 10–
50 nm, nearly
spherical

No elementspecic limits

Primary particle
size and
shape: 20–
100 nm, nearly
sphericalb

No elementspecic
limits

Limits

TiO2 NM103 Results

Primary particle
size
and shape: 10 
20–50 nm,
grain-like shape

No elementspecic
limits

Limits

Results

Primary particle
size
and shape: 2–
50 nm,
nearly spherical

Results

Aluminum

Al2O3

TEM

No data
available

No elementspecic limits

Light core of Al
hinders
detailed
measurements
No data
available

Light core of Al
hinders
detailed
measurements
Fully oxidized
particle

Core–shell
structure,
thin (2–5 nm)
oxide layer

EELS-TEM

Main characterization techniques and their limitsa

Methods

Table 3

SAXS

Rutile; crystallite
size: 21 nmb

No elementspecic limits

Rutile; crystallite
size: 20 nmb

No elementspecic
limits

Fully oxidized
surface

No elementspecic
limits

Gyration
diameter:
26 nmb

No elementspecic limits

Gyration
diameter:
26 nmb

No elementspecic limits

Primary particle
radius: 7.1 nm
aggregates'
radius: > 10 nm

No elementspecic limits

Aluminum
Particle radius:
surface;
> 10 nm
partially oxidized

XRD
Ion release:
0.2–0.5%

ICP-MS

Primary particle
size: 60–100 nm

Limit of 90
nm39

Detection
limit of
7.5 ng g1 in
DMEM
No solubility
in
BSA, low
soluble
in DMEMb

No limits known; Detection
results show
limit
limit of 50 nm
of 10 ng g1
in DMEM
Primary particle No solubility
size: 60–100 nm in BSA, low
soluble in
DMEMb

No limits known; Detection
results show
limit
limit of 54 nm
of 10 mg g1
in DMEM
Primary particle Ion release:
size: 50–80 nm
0.2–0.4%

Primary particle
size: 54–80 nm

SP-ICP-MS

Particle-amino
acid
agglomerates

No elementspecic limits

Particle-amino
acid
agglomerates

No elementspecic limits

Particle-amino
acid
agglomerates;
polyoxoaluminates

No elementspecic limits

Particle-amino
acid
agglomerates

ToF-SIMS

Impurities: Al
(6%), S (0.7%);
biocorona: S
(1%); protein;
exchange in
DMEM;
Ca3(PO4)2
coating: P (0.8%)

Impurities: Al
(7%), S (0.6%);
biocorona: S
(0.5%), protein;
exchange in
DMEM;
Ca3(PO4)2
coating: P (0.5%)
From Al to
higher atomic
mass

Impurities: S
(0.2%);
biocorona: S
(1%), protein
adsorption from
DMEM;
Ca3(PO4)2
coating: P (1%)
From Al to
higher atomic
mass

Impurities: P
(1%); biocorona:
S (5%), protein;
adsorption from
DMEM;
Ca3(PO4)2
coating: P (3%)
From Al to
higher atomic
mass

IBM, atom
number %

Decrease of
aliphatic/
aromatic
compounds on
NM surface;
higher protein
exchange in
DMEM

Decrease of
aliphatic/
aromatic
compounds on
NM surface;
higher protein
exchange in
DMEM
Raman active
molecules

Raman active
molecules

No data available

Raman active
molecules

No data available

CRM
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Organic matrix Only powder and r ¼ 0.5–30 nm
contaminates
crystallite
(depending on
sample
samples
the available qrange)
1 nm to 2 mm;
only dried
samples
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a
Abbreviations: TEM – transmission electron microscopy; EELS – electron energy loss spectroscopy; XRD – X-ray diﬀraction; SAXS – small angle X-ray scattering; SP-ICP-MS – single
particle inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry; ICP-MS – inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry; ToF-SIMS – time of ight mass spectrometry; IBM – Ion beam microscopy; CRM –
confocal Raman microscopy; BSA – bovine serum albumin; DMEM – Dulbecco's modied eagle medium; ppm – parts per million. b Data taken from (ref. 30).

Only dry samples Only raman
under vacuum
active molecules
condition,
observable
detection limit:
few ppm
No single
particles visible,
only
agglomerates

Raman active
molecules
From Al to
higher atomic
mass
No elementspecic limits

Detection
limit of
7.5 ng g1
in DMEM
Only highly
Sub ng g1
diluted samples, level for most
limits: Au 10 nm, elements
Ag 20 nm

Limit of 90
nm39
No elementspecic limits

No elementspecic limits
No elementspecic limits
No elementspecic limits

General
limits

Methods

(Contd. )
Table 3

Paper

Limits

TEM

EELS-TEM

XRD

SAXS

SP-ICP-MS

ICP-MS

ToF-SIMS

IBM, atom
number %

CRM
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mean that the eﬀects will originate mainly from particles and
not from Al ions. The application of an articial digestion
procedure for mimicking in vivo situation showed, that the
particle dissolution and complexation behavior was quite
diﬀerent in all three studied gastrointestinal compartments.24
Aer no signicant changes in the saliva, the gastric environment leads to a signicant increase of the dissolution rate as
well as very strong agglomeration of NMs. The addition of
intestinal uid results in a nearly neutral pH value which leads
to a decrease in the dissolution rate, a deagglomeration of
particles and even de novo particle formation in ionic aluminum
control.

Particle-CCM interactions
It is of major interest to evaluate the elemental and molecular
changes on the particle surface during sample preparation for
cell experiments (Fig. S8 and S9†). Additionally, two steps were
chosen to investigate the surface modication of particles
during the sample preparation process. Firstly, the NMs were
dispersed. In this step, NMs were covered with albumin corona
and are referred to as “BSA” in the text below. The second step
was to investigate the NMs under cell culture conditions,
diluted in DMEM. Aer each step, the particles were washed
three times in Millipore water. The results of the element
analysis, performed by IBM, are shown in Fig. 8.
The variation of the element content represents changes on
the surface of NMs, e.g. attachment of amino acids, fatty acids,
proteins and/or ions to the surface of the NMs. An increase in
the Ca and P amount was observed for all studied NMs exposed
to DMEM. The highest content of these elements was found in
the case of Al NMs. It is suggested that calcium and phosphate
ions interact strongly with the albumin corona of NMs and
build a calcium phosphate layer on the particle surface. It is
known that calcium phosphate has a high aﬃnity to proteins
and can increase the eﬃciency of uptake.37,38
The amount of sulfur on the NMs was analyzed under
diﬀerent conditions. Sulfur was found in association with
proteins forming a corona around the NMs. Al and Al2O3 NMs
acquire more proteins on their surface when exposed to DMEM
as compared to dispersion in 0.05% BSA (Fig. S11†). In the case
of Al and Al2O3, the proteins from the culture medium
contribute to additional adsorption compared to the existing
albumin corona of the particles alone. DMEM shows more
physiologic relevant conditions. The salts might induce
shielding eﬀects on the protein, so the amount of proteins is
likely to be increased. Due to the larger variety of available
proteins, a more complex corona will self-assemble on the
surface of the particles. In contrast, a decreased amount of
proteins was found in the case of NM103 and 104 NMs exposed
to DMEM. Substitution of the relatively dense BSA on the
particle surface with less dense proteins from the culture media
is suggested. This exchange of proteins has a stabilizing eﬀect
on TiO2 NMs in DMEM and results in a strong decrease of
aggregate size in DMEM media (Table 1). This nding is also
supported by CRM investigations (Fig. S10†).

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2018
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ToF-SIMS was used to image Al NMs and Al2O3 NMs as well as
nanoparticle agglomerates in cell culture medium and to assess
the chemical composition of the nanoparticle agglomerates. The
analyses revealed nanoparticle-specic agglomerates, consisting of
polyoxo-aluminum complexes, aluminum(III)–serine and amino
acid aluminate complexes (leucine and phenylalanine aluminate).
These complexes were not observed when ionic AlCl3 was added to
the cell culture medium. ToF-SIMS images revealed a rather
homogenous agglomerate distribution with only a slight accumulation of Al NMs in certain areas (see yellow circles in Fig. 9, top)
and aluminum(III)–serine and polyoxo-aluminum complexes in
others (see green circles in Fig. 9, top). While the aluminates colocate with both areas, aluminates can be found in regions with
predominantly Al NMs and in areas with predominantly aluminum(III)–serine and polyoxo-aluminum. Fig. 9 shows the ToF-SIMS
image for Al2O3 NMs (bottom). Larger agglomerate areas (green
circles in Fig. 9, bottom), where aluminum(III)–serine and polyoxoaluminum complexes were present in higher amounts, can be
distinguished from areas with predominantly smaller nanoparticle
agglomerates made of Al2O3 NMs (see purple circles in Fig. 9,
bottom).
In DMEM with Al NMs, areas where predominantly Al NMs
localize, depicted as yellow circles in Fig. 9, top, are distinct
from areas where polyoxo-aluminum complexes and aluminum(III)–serine particles localize (green circles). Generally,
smaller agglomerates of diﬀerent chemical entities, Al NMs,
aluminum(III)–serine, leucine aluminate, phenylalanine aluminate and polyoxo-aluminum complexes, which do not colocalize in the same area, were observed. In addition to areas
where predominantly Al2O3 NMs (purple) localize, Al2O3 NMs in
DMEM show a similar pattern with areas where all chemical
entities co-localize but are clearly separated from each other.
This indicates a starting mineralization of the larger agglomerates, where diﬀerent chemical entities co-localize and form
mixed agglomerates of Al2O3 NMs, amino acids and aluminum
salts. Further agglomerate compositions and chemical entities
were detected (Fig. S11–14†). For ToF-SIMS measurements for
TiO2 NM103 and 104 in DMEM see Fig. S15–18.†

Conclusions
An extensive characterization of NMs in their diﬀerent states, from
dispersion to in vitro conditions, should precede any toxicological
testing. In this study, we have characterized two diﬀerent types of
NMs, one metal and one metal oxide. For this purpose, we used
a wide range of complementary analytical techniques to characterize particle size, surface and composition in more detail. An indepth insight into the dissolution, one of the most important
determinants of NM toxicity, was achieved by investigation by the
examples of Al0 and Al2O3 NMs. A very low dissolution rate and
a small percentage of ion release was observed at a neutral pH
value, while higher rates for acidic environment we already reported earlier.24 A signicant diﬀerence between the surface and
the extent of oxidation of Al0 and Al2O3 NM forms was detected. In
contrast to the fully oxidized Al2O3 with a rather homogenous
distribution of Al and O atoms, Al0 NM showed a core–shell
structure with an oxide layer only a few nm thick. This was proven

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2018
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with XRD and the EELS technique, which emphasizes the benet
of using diﬀerent techniques to get reliable results. It was
demonstrated with the help of ToF-SIMS that both aluminum
forms are subject to a surprisingly diﬀerent complexation in biological media: while Al0 NMs were shown to form complexes with
amino acids, Al2O3 NMs mostly formed polyoxo-complexes out of
two or more Al2O3 molecules. Based on the collected results, all of
the investigation methods applied have their own benets. Thus,
with the methods described in this study focusing on size, surface
and complex formation, dissolution investigations can perhaps
become a bit more predictable. Right now, the recommended limit
for aluminum release from food is 5 mg kg1 food. The various
aluminum forms, e.g. ions, micro- and nanomaterials, pure Al0 or
Al2O3, are not diﬀerentiated here. With this study, it becomes
obvious that there should be diﬀerentiation for the diﬀerent
forms, as they may be taken up and react diﬀerently. For future
analytical investigations on aluminum-containing NMs, we
propose considering not only Al2O3 but also Al0 NMs and their
interaction with the corresponding ions.
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